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As a fan of smaller 
motorcaravans, I was 
looking forward to 

collecting the latest incarnation 
of Auto-Sleepers’ popular Nuevo 
- even more so, as Marquis 
Motorhomes’ Hampshire branch 

(where the ‘van waited for me) is near one of 
my favourite holiday areas: the New Forest.

A brilliantly sunny day saw me arrive in my 
own camper, and, after transferring my gear to 
the Nuevo, the Hurrell-mobile was tucked up 
safely in Marquis’ staff car park. Deep in the 
Forest is the Caravan Club’s superb Centenary 
Site - this members-only gem was my base for 
the best part of a week’s live-aboard experience.

Nuevo II comes in two models - the newer 
EL has a very compact rear lounge, the EK 
model tested here is a genuine classic - its 
twin-sofa lounge up-front providing a space 
that, over the years, has appealed to many 
people searching for a comfy, compact, 
two-berth ‘van. Indeed, most UK coachbuilt 
‘van makers offer a similar layout - such is its 
enduring popularity.

CLASSIC TRACKS
Auto-Sleeper Nuevo II EK on 2.2-litre Peugeot Boxer

Auto-Sleepers - for those who don’t know 
- is a specialist converter (it does not ‘do’ 
trailer caravans) best described as venerable, 
as it has been producing high quality 
motorcaravans since 1961. Auto-Sleepers 
doesn’t do entry-level products - the Nuevo’s 
£40k price tag, in part, confirms this approach.

At well under six metres (19ft 8in) long this 
‘van is car park and ferry-friendly, with chunky 
good looks. Walking around the outside, 
tapping and prodding, I discovered thick, 
high quality GRP mouldings and a top quality 
caravan door. A short grovel later, I knew 
that the Nuevo II comes with a very desirable 
spare wheel. Auto-Sleepers has thoughtfully 
provided a skirt-mounted point, at which you 
can check the spare wheel’s tyre pressure. 
The spare wheel - in these days of dodgy tyre 
repair alternatives - gains marks, providing an 
easy means to check its pressure sees this 
Auto-Sleeper positively pampering its owner. 

Seriously though, the words ‘thoughtful 
design and attention to detail’ might not 
always spring to mind when talking about 
motorcaravans: encouraged, I found 

Words and pictures
 by Dave Hurrell 

1 The Beaulieu River’s shore at 
Buckler’s Hard was once a bustling shipyard

2 The Peugeot cab features captain’s seats 
and steering wheel-mounted audio controls

3 Updated Nuevo includes classy new furniture 

Updated for the noughties, 
this well-loved compact 
coachbuilt offers quality 

and style aplenty
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■  PRICE FROM: £40,575 OTR
■ BERTHS: 2
■  BASE VEHICLE: Peugeot Boxer 

SWB chassis cab
■  LAYOUT: Swivelling cab seats ahead of twin sofa lounge, fridge, cocktail 

cabinet, caravan door on nearside, 
wardrobe and washroom on offside. Kitchen across the nearside rear

■ ECONOMY: 27.6mpg

AT A GLANCE

Nuevo among the cottages at Buckler’s Hard

myself hoping for more of the same. Later, 
I discovered that the base vehicle’s remote 
central locking extends to the caravan door. 
My word, things are looking up!

PRESSING ON IN A PUG    
It’s part of Auto-Sleepers’ heritage that it 
uses the Peugeot Boxer chassis as a base 
vehicle. Back in the Seventies I lusted after 
the then Commer-based Auto-sleeper (with 
absolutely no chance of affording one): the 
Commer came from the Peugeot/Talbot group 
and this link has been maintained over the 
years. Of course, these days, the Boxer is 
almost identical to the more common Fiat 
Ducato, being made in the same factory in 
Italy. Nuevo II is based on the short wheelbase 
Pug chassis cab and in standard form it’s 
just detail differences (mostly what’s fitted 
as standard) that differentiate it from its Fiat 
Ducato sibling. Here you get - aside from 
the lion-rampant badge - a high-level shelf in 
the cab (upon which, some may bang their 
heads) and a Radio/CD player with steering 
wheel-mounted controls. Auto-Sleepers 

has specified captain’s seats – factory fitted 
pews with integral seatbelts that should 
improve comfort, especially for those of 
smaller stature. The standard motor is the 
2.2-litre 100 horsepower unit with a five-
speed gearbox however, the test ‘van came 
with the optional (£920) 130bhp version of 
the same engine crucially, with a six-speed 
transmission unit. The cab environment has 
been well documented in the pages of this 
magazine, but newcomers will be pleased to 
learn that it’s comfortable and well equipped 
- light steering, powerful brakes and easy 
gearchange helping to make even long 
periods behind the wheel a pleasure.

My road testing provided a wide variety 
of conditions including motorway work and 
the narrow twisting lanes of the New Forest’s 
many byways. Torquey and high geared, the 
Nuevo’s propulsion unit proved perfect for this 
little ‘van - if both press-on miles and country 
lane wandering are your bag, you should find 
this ‘van close to perfection in a coachbuilt. In 
the rear, conversion noise was more ‘creaky’ 
than ‘crashy,’ with the whole having a feeling 
of solidity. And so to the currently thorny 
subject of gearboxes...

My wanderings took me to the lovely 
village of Bucklers Hard - a place that was 
also once a shipyard building the ‘hearts of 
oak’ war ships associated with the likes of 
Admiral, Lord Nelson. 

Having gained permission to use the 
(normally traffic-free) main street as a photo 
location, I found myself reversing up its 
reasonably gentle hill, only to experience 
considerable vibration. I know this is not a new 
problem, and it does vary from ‘van to ‘van, but 
the test vehicle seemed to be one of the bad 
ones. If I were buying, I’d - currently - choose 
the standard model Nuevo, as the five-speed 
gearbox fitted there doesn’t seem to suffer from 
the same vibration malaise. In the meantime, it 
appears that Peugeot will modify suffering six-
speed gearboxes (if under warranty and when 
reported) to try and resolve the problem.

WHAT’S NEW?     
I’m (reasonably well) informed by t’ Internet 
that Nuevo means new in Spanish, so what’s 
new about the Nuevo II? The most noticeable 
thing (apart from the £1000 price difference 
over the still-available standard Nuevo) when 
stepping aboard is the furniture. Dark and 
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classy, the cabinets are chunky with bright-
chromed trim and thick worktops adding to 
the effect. All in all, fit and finish is excellent 
- the whole appearing to be a cut above a lot 
of even the upmarket competition. 

Pale blue/cream upholstery and very full 
(fully-lined) cream curtains are likely to scare 
the pants off clumsy red wine drinkers (that’ll 
be me), but ooze quality. Dark ‘wood plank’ 
flooring under removable Berber carpet (in 
three sections) is the ‘rich butter crust’ at the 
base of this lovely motorhome tart. 

Quite like me, the layout is simple, but 
effective: cab seats swivel easily to face a pair 
of unequal length sofas. Aft on the nearside 
stands a unit housing the fridge below, a 
cocktail cabinet above.

The offside sofa sits ahead of the 
wardrobe, with the washroom occupying the 
rear corner. The rear nearside is home to the 
caravan door, the main kitchen unit standing 
across the rear.

LOUNGE AND DINE    
The lounge is this ‘van’s selling point, as easily 
swivelled cab seats and twin, inward-facing 
sofas are the recipe for a cosy relaxing space. 

You can expect to get a maximum of eight 
close friends sat for drinks, while four will 
easily find enough room to dine. With two 
aboard there’s a sofa each, and although 
they’re not too long, feet-up lounging comes 
courtesy of the additional support provided 
by the cab seats.

Dining is provided in versatile fashion by 
two tables, one freestanding, one (single-leg) 
pedestal-mounted. Both the tables are stored 
in the wardrobe and easy to extract (less easy 
for one, with a lot of hanging clothes in place). 
The main table is the freestander - its swing-
down metal legs support a lightweight unit 
that sits between the sofas and offers plenty 
of eating space for two and enough room for 
four people to dine in comfort. 

When it’s light lunch, coffee, or drinks 
and nibbles time, the second (smaller) table 
comes into its own. Its floor socket is located 
at the rear of the cab area, where it serves 
admirably without getting in the way. With 
a pair of big windows and big (wind-up) 
Heki rooflight, this lovely little lounge is very 
successful. Only the sofas squab heights 
(550mm) might be uncomfortable for those 
with shorter legs.
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COOK        
Although it’s contained in a small space, the 
galley features equipment that approaches 
domestic quality, in both size and facilities. The 
biggest feature is without doubt, the cooker: this 
very British stove is a Spinflo slot-in machine. 
A hinged glass lid sits above three gas burners 
and a gas-saving electric hotplate, while a 
separate grill and oven complete a super cooker 
that’s every motorhome cook’s dream. To the 
right, the sink is my favourite motorcaravan 
plumbing item, bar none. This maybe sounds 
boring, but this really is a gem, and its big, 
deep drainer is the reason it works so well. The 
glass lid above does capable duty as a working 
surface, while the bowl is more than big enough 
(bigger than many motorhome sinks, in fact) 
for all operations. The drainer offers plenty of 
room for washed crocks - its deeply set position 
preventing the splashes and floods that can 
often occur with other, less capable units. So 
good is this sink (I’ve come across the type 
many times before), I had one installed in my 
own (self-designed) ‘van and I love it. 

Great cooker, great sink, but not so great 
fridge. Its shallow nature and quite modest 
78-litre capacity is due to the fact that it sits in 
front of the rear wheelarch: there’s simply not 
enough room for a larger model.

The main area of independent worktop 
sits above the fridge and in front of the 
cocktail cabinet. In reality, the cabinet simply 
accommodates the four crystal wine glasses 
that are part of a set that - traditionally for 
Auto-Sleepers’ motorhomes - includes 
crockery. There’s plenty of room in this two-
shelf cupboard, and that’s because if you opt 
for the extra-cost microwave oven it lives here. 
Because of this, there’s a mains socket in the 
cupboard that could also become your phone 
and camera charging station, as it’s out of 
sight behind the closed doors. 

Back to the worktop: below this, and 
above the fridge, another big slab of work 
surface pulls out across the aisle. This is 
not strong enough for steak tenderising 
operations, but is still a very useful addition 
in this compact kitchen.

Storage does quite well too, with three 
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(unshelved) lockers and two shelves up top, 
plus a big cupboard, locker and smallish 
cutlery drawer below. There’s also a good-
sized pan storage locker in the cooker’s base. 
Nice detail touches include neat solutions for 
two motorhome kitchen nuisances: homes 
for kitchen roll and rubbish are provided by 
a neat, chrome towel dispenser and caravan 
door-mounted bin, both made by domestic 
equipment maker, Brabantia.

WASH   
The most modern thing about this 
confirmed classic is 
its ablution 

department. Although it’s not a 
new idea, many converters are 
these days, providing washroom 
with so-called swinging walls. 
This mostly involves mounting 
the washbasin on a panel 
that swings across the room, 
leaving space behind that 
creates a separate showering 
area. This Auto-Sleeper design 
sees the basin and bathroom 
cabinet 
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WASH   
The most modern thing about this 
confirmed classic is 
its ablution 

■  OVERALL LENGTH: 5.63m (18ft 5.5in)■ OVERALL WIDTH: 2.24m (7ft 4in)

LAYOUT PLAN

4 The perennially popular layout places 
kitchen, washroom and caravan door aft

5 Mealtimes can take advantage 
of a freestanding table big enough for four

6 Alternatively, a capable small table does duty  

7 The kitchen is well equipped and comes with a handy pull-out worktop 
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moulded as part of the wall - a substantial 
device mounted on top-and-bottom pivots. 
This unit swings over the toilet, leaving behind 
the two-outlet shower tray and a moulded 
column that accommodates the mixer tap. 
The back of the swing-wall also includes a 
moulded shelf for gel etc. A second panel 
swings across to complete, what turns out to 
be a good-sized shower compartment that 
should work well for many, though probably 
not the largest of frame.

Back to the main washroom area, and 
it’s here where things are not so good. The 
washbasin works fine, but there’s nowhere 
to put cosmetics down, while the cabinet 
(the only storage space) is too small, with the 
kind of slippery interior that sees cosmetics 
bottles cascading out every time you slide open 
its doors. Solutions? Well, it seems that there’s 
room for a shelf above the loo and some of that 
non-slip matting - applied to the cabinet interior 
- should solve the sliding bottle problem. 

The toilet is the ubiquitous Thetford C200, 
here with separate flush water tank that some 
love and some hate. I’m in the former camp as 
this facility adds to overall water capacity and 
allows nice-smelling, bowl-cleaning additives 
to be used.

Fine and dandy, but it’s when it comes to 
using the toilet that things go slightly wrong. 
I found not enough room to stand in front of, 
or sit on the loo with it facing the door: not 
for the first time, my gluteus maximus was 
assaulted by the domestic-style door handle 

a clever multi-line airer that pulls our across 
the room. Found in some Continental ‘vans for 
quite a while now, this is a great idea for drying 
washing, or airing towels on the move.

BED  
Come bedtime, nothing could be simpler. This 
two-berth ‘van offers a transverse double bed 
that’s easy to make. You simply pull the sofa 
bases together allow the backrests to fill the 
resultant spaces and it’s done. 

Unequal-length sofas mean that the bed 
is wider on the nearside and sleeping heads 
to this end gives more shoulder room. Also 
the adjacent worktop above the fridge makes 
a good night table. Two singles are also on 
offer, using the swivelled cab seats at the foot 
ends, but try these (rather compromised beds) 
well if you’re interested: this ‘van’s bedroom 
metier is the transverse double. Using the 
double, folded clothes can reside neatly on the 
cab seats, while the big overcab locker has 
loads of room for duvet, pillows and sheet. 
It’s my habit to carry two duvets - one winter 
weight, one summer weight. According to 
the temperature, you sleep on top of one and 

 I LIKED
■ Compact size
■ High quality materials and construction
■ Stylish furniture
■ Easy to drive and park
■ Well-equipped kitchen
■ Comfy lounge
■ Easy to make bed
■ Two tables

 I WOULD HAVE LIKED 
■ Some LED lighting
■  Stronger seat/bed frames 

with hold-up supports

 I DISLIKED 
■  Vibration while reversing
■ Washroom design details

when standing, while the old patellas were 
against the door when enthroned. Of course, 
swivelling the bowl towards the basin makes 
the loo usable, but the moulded undulations 
in the floor mean that things are still a tad 
uncomfortable. I will admit to being a bit picky 
here, as this washroom packs a lot of facilities 
into a quite small space. 

This highlights the importance of trying 
all aspects of any ‘van before you buy, so 
don’t be shy, close the door and mime all the 
actions you will want to do in your ‘van’s little 
room: you can always post a guard outside 
the door!

Finally, Brabantia strikes again in here, with 

8 The transverse double bed, 
is quick to make and comfy

9 The washroom packs a lot in, but loo-space is limited

10 A swing-wall helps create a separate shower  

11 Auto-Sleepers’ thought and attention to 
detail sees a floor safe fitted under one sofa 

12 Under-sofa access hatch and high quality caravan 
door, with welcome rubbish bin, populate the nearside
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under the other, saving fiddly sheet tucking in 
operations and providing an overlay that helps 
to cover the joins between cushions.

I found this bed to be very comfy and 
creak-free in use, although I was rather 
surprised to discover that the bed frame is 
made of (thick) plywood sections. I seem to 
remember that most Auto-Sleeper beds were 
constructed using stronger metal.

STORE  
The big locker above the cab is joined by two 
smaller siblings, while of the four overhead 
lockers in the lounge, two have shelves and 
one accommodates the set of crockery that 
comes as standard. 

Under the sofa bases, there’s lots of room 
for outdoor kit: on the offside access is gained 
only through the top and with nothing to hold 
the seat base in the raised position, this can 
be a pain. Again, it seems that a money-
saving exercise has compromised this area 
- steel base frames with supports when raised 
used to be the Auto-Sleepers norm. It’s back 
to more normal (high) standards in this offside 
seat’s base, as a steel floor-safe demonstrates 
excellent attention to detail. Opposite, the 
nearside sofa benefits from access doors, 
both inside and out. Below the outside door,  
a skirt-mounted wet locker is constructed 
from GRP and the perfect place for hose,  
lead and wedges. 

The wardrobe is deep and has a lidded 
hidey-hole in its base, while below a good-
sized drawer could be perfect for smalls. 

In short, the average touring couple should 
find plenty of room for all their gear, bearing 
in mind that bikes will need to go on a rack 
and outdoor furniture will be of compact 
dimensions - if you to take bulky Lafuma 
Relaxer-type chairs for instance, they’ll  
need to travel in the living area, maybe in  
the washroom.

 Finally, a maximum payload of 500kg 
(485kg for the 130bhp version) on a 3300kg 
MAW chassis gives plenty of carrying capacity 
and allows anyone with a standard car licence 
to drive the Nuevo II.
KIT COUNT  

Tanks first, and as both are underslung, three-
season touring would seem to be in order. 
Filling and draining are both novel, as fresh 
water is got into the tank via plug-in system 
that also features a submersible pump for top 
ups from a container. I didn’t try the top-up 
pump, but the mains water hose supplied 
proved easy to use. Draining this tank is via 
a small plastic drum tap that always reminds 
me of those British Sherry barrels that - long 
ago - dispensed into your own bottle in off-
licences. Thankfully, the similar unit that has 
also drained the waste water tank on many 
Auto-Sleeper ‘vans is gone - replaced by a 

11 12
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large bore, pull-handle gate valve that works 
easily and drains the tank in seconds.

Inside we find heating systems that are 
both traditional and effective.

Space heating is ably taken care of by 
Truma’s trusty gas-powered convector 
- equipped with both blown-air and mains 
operation, this remains one of the best 
motorhome heaters around. Water is warmed 
by another stalwart: the Truma boiler also runs 
on both gas and mains when on hook-up.

Lighting takes the form of stylish 
fluorescent ceiling units, while halogen spots 
populate the lounge and kitchen. Auto-
illumination for overcab locker and wardrobe, 
and lighting for caravan door footwell and 
awning ice the cake. As the Auto-Sleepers 
web site blathers on about LED lighting, I was 
rather disappointed to find none in this Nuevo. 
No matter, the halogens can get replacement 
LED lamps, while the fluorescents are fine 

- just as efficient as LED lamps anyway.

CONCLUSION   
This updated version of a classic 
motorcaravan is based on firm foundations. 
Created by possibly the UK’s most respected 
converter, it offers a classic layout in a 
package that works very well. The vehicle is a 
delight to drive (although problems reversing 
rather blotted the test ‘van’s copybook) 
and - thanks to its compact nature - easy 
to park. Inside, it’s also very well equipped, 
while standards of construction - materials, 
detailing, fit and finish are excellent. I was not 

 VEHICLE SUPPLIED BY
Marquis Motorhomes Hampshire 
branch, Winchester Road, 
Lower Upham, Southampton, 
SO32 1HA (tel:01489 860666; web site 
www.marquismotorhomes.co.uk)

 WE STAYED AT
New Forest Caravan Club Centenary 
Site, Forest road, Bransgore, 
Christchurch BH23 8EB 
(tel: 01425 673638; 
web site: www.caravanclub.co.uk)

 THANKS TO
Buckler’s Hard, Beaulieu, Brockenhurst, 
Hampshire SO42 7XB (tel: 01590 616203; 
web site: www.bucklershard.co.uk)

13 The gas locker is well-designed, 
its door made from strong GRP

14 Fresh water filling is done via a plug-in system

too keen on the rather flimsy sofa/bed frames 
and felt that the washroom could work better, 
but overall I very much liked the Nuevo II EK 
- a motorcaravan I would be very happy to 
own. ■
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TYPE
Low profile coachbuilt

PRICE
■ From: £40,575 OTR
■ As tested: £42,300 OTR

BASICS
■ Vehicle: Peugeot Boxer SWB chassis cab
■ Berths: 2
■  Three-point belted seats: 

2 (including driver)
■  Warranty: 3 years base vehicle, 

2 years conversion

CONSTRUCTION
GRP clad sandwich construction coachbuilt 
with GRP mouldings. Caravan entrance 
on UK nearside

DIMENSIONS (*manufacturer’s figures)
■ Length: 5.63m (18ft 5.5in)*
■ Width: 2.24m (7ft 4in)
■ Height: 2.82m (9ft 3in)*
■ Wheelbase: 3.00m (9ft 10in)*
■ Rear overhang: 1.65m (5ft 5in)
■ Maximum authorised weight: 3300kg*
■  Payload: 485kg* (after allowance for the 

vehicle in working order)

INSIDE STORY
Swivelling cab seats ahead of twin sofa 
lounge, fridge, cocktail cabinet, caravan door 
on nearside, wardrobe and washroom on 
offside. Kitchen across the nearside rear 
■ Insulation: Styrofoam and Thinsulate

THE VEHICLE
■  Engine: 2.3-litre turbo-diesel producing 

90kW (130bhp) @ 3500rpm
■  Transmission: Six-speed manual gearbox, 

front-wheel drive
■  Fuel consumption: 27.6mpg 
■  Brakes: Servo-assisted discs all 

round with ABS
■  Suspension: Front: Independent with coil 

springs. Rear: rigid axle on leaf springs
■  Features: Remote central locking (includes 

caravan door) air-con, electric windows 
and mirrors, captain’s seats, trip computer, 
adjustable steering column, variable wiper 
control, cab carpet, single CD player/radio 
with steering wheel-mounted controls, 
overhead shelf, door bins, central storage 
locker, wood-effect dashboard trim, 
spare wheel

LOUNGING AND DINING
Swivelling cab seats and twin inward-facing 
sofas offer seating for six. Dining for four from 
freestanding table, dedicated stowage in 
wardrobe. Coffee/occasional table pedestal 
mounted in floor socket towards cab, 
dedicated stowage in wardrobe

KITCHEN
Main unit at nearside across the rear 
accommodates cooker and sink with bi-fold door 
cupboard, under-sink locker and cutlery drawer 
at low level, two lockers and shelves, two-speed 
cooker hood above. Forward of caravan door on 
nearside, unit with cocktail cabinet and locker 
above accommodates fridge, includes fixed and 
pull-out work surface 
■  Sink: Spinflo/Thetford Argent stainless steel unit 

with deep drainer and hinged glass lid. Long-
spout, single-lever mixer tap in chrome finish

■  Cooker: Spinflo Caprice slot-in stove with 
three gas burners and one solid mains electric 
hotplate, grill and oven, all with electronic 
ignition. Pan storage compartment in base

■  Fridge: Dometic three-way with full-width 
freezer compartment. Capacity 78 litres

WASHROOM
Located in rear offside corner, Thetford C200 
swivel-bowl cassette toilet with electric flushing 
and built-in flush water tank. Washbasin and 
sliding door storage cabinet mounted on swing-
wall that (with a second panel) creates separate 
showering area with twin-outlet tray, riser, 
showerhead, mixer tap, shelf. Soap dish, mirror, 
towel ring, toilet roll holder, robe hook, tooth 
glass. Pullout multi-line airer at high level

BED
Lounge double
■ Length: 2.10m (6ft 10.5in)
■  Width: 1.40m (4ft 7in) max 

(minimum width 1.29m (4ft 3in))
Nearside single
■ Length: 1.85m (6ft 1in)
■ Width: 650mm (2ft 1.5in)
Offside single
■ Length: 1.75m (5ft 9in)
■ Width: 650mm (2ft 1.5in)

STORAGE
Three lockers above cab, four overhead lockers 
in lounge, space under nearside sofa with 
internal and external access doors, space under 
offside sofa (access through top only) includes 
floor safe. Wardrobe with side-to-side hanging 
rail and storage compartment in base, drawer 
below. Externally accessed ‘wet’ locker at 
nearside skirt

LIFE SUPPORT
■  Fresh water: Underslung 102 litres 

(22.4 gallons)
■  Waste water: Underslung 78 litres 

(17.1 gallons)
■  Space heater: Truma convector with 

blown-air, gas-mains operation
■  Water heater: Truma boiler, 

gas-mains operation
■ Leisure battery: 110 amp hr
■  Gas capacity: 1 x 7kg and 

1 x 13kg cylinder
■  Lighting: Over-locker fluorescent mood 

lighting encircles the interior. Lounge: 
Circular ceiling-mounted fluorescent, 
four adjustable halogen spots, interior 
auto illumination in central overcab locker 
and wardrobe. Kitchen area: Circular 
ceiling-mounted fluorescent, two halogen 
downlighters. Washroom: Two circular 
ceiling-mounted fluorescents. Awning light, 
footwell light inside caravan door 

■  Sockets: 230V: 4 (2 in lounge, 
1 in cocktail cabinet, 1 in kitchen). 
12V: 1 (in lounge)

■  Control panel: Mounted at high level 
adjacent to caravan door. LCD 
provides: leisure battery type, voltage, 
current, vehicle battery voltage, clock, 
alarm, event timer, mains supply on 
indication, fresh water level, waste water 
level, external temperature, pump select 
control. Push-buttons control: system 
on/off, fresh water pump, battery selector, 
auxiliary supply

■  Blinds/curtains: Fully-lined curtains 
to cab & lounge windows, blinds/flyscreens 
to all caravan windows, rooflights & 
caravan door

■ Badged as NCC EN1646 compliant: Yes

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Fitted to test vehicle
■  Base: 130bhp engine upgrade (£920), 

cab air-conditioning (£805)
■  Conversion: None fitted
Other options
■  Base: Reversing camera (£276), 

reversing sensors (£230), alloy wheels 
(£391), passenger airbag (£207), cruise 
control (£161)

■  Conversion: Built-in awning (£675), 
roof bars and ladder (£342), solar panel 
(£352), microwave oven (£73), Freeview 
TV with DVD player (£486), extractor fan 
(£141), part leather upholstery (£488), full 
leather upholstery (£1956), luton overcab 
with double bed (£659), Tank heater with 
stat (£185)
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